In this paper we are going to present our Method Configuration process in its generic form. A Method Configuration process with respect to the instantiation of a Configurable Meta model and Method configuration to the finest level of granularity has been envisaged in the present research. Emphasis is on a different selection of method elements in the method component. Hence, it can act as a bridge between the necessary focus on the method artifact and the project team during method engineering, which can improve the use of methods during projects.
Introduction
In the Past years variability is gaining importance in every aspect of software development, the notion has also been extended in Situational Method Engineering (SME) science, as different method components are stored in a method base or repository and used in a given situation in function of the project characterization. The notion of variability is defined as the "ability of a software system to be changed, customized or configured to a specific context" [1] .
In SME domain, the term coined for variability is Method Configuration [2] . Configurability is a subdiscipline to SME and has been formulated and proposed by Karlsson et al in [3] . They defined method configuration task as a "means to adapt a particular method to various situated factors. The focus is thus on one method as a base for configuration rather than on a set of methods as a base for assembly". Further in their later proposals they [4] , [5] defined a high-level configurable construct for their method configuration process. The configurable concept proposed by them lacks the issues of genericity and granularity, to overcome these constraints they propose the idea of combining activity theory and method engineering [6] . Since the previous proposals on method configuration centred on the one single base method, reduced the scope of the method generation for every new project.
The task undertaken in this paper is to design a complete configuration methodology for information system domain methods. One such proposal on Method Configuration has been attempted in [7] , [8] . The idea put forth and elaborated in this paper, in contrast with the previous approaches, that support one single base method for the process, we rely on a method base of configurable method components of distinct granularity. (By granularity we mean atomic methods or compound methods). The configurable method components are the pre-made method configurations and are an efficient way to achieve genericity and granularity. The difference between previous constructs and the proposed one is that it is capable enough to support Essentiality in a method.The Essentiality attribute can take two values either common or variable. Common are the non-configurable part of the method component and can be defined as the essentiality in the method component, which if omitted method will lose its identity.
We use Conceptual Structure knowledge-introduced in [10] and further extended for generic Meta model [11] , as a deciding factor for the essentiality attribute in our proposal.
All the Meta concepts of configurable method component are supported by configurable Meta model that is specially designed to suppress details during the Method Configuration process and to emphasize the task of constructing the situated method. Our configuration process is supported by a tool support to make efficient use of this approach
The main contribution of the present research is to solve following issues  The design of a Meta model needs to model the concepts of a configured method.
 The second issue is what 'good component' is and what the 'right granularity' is.
 The third is regarding the Selection of a configurable method component for the situation -in-hand.
 Lastly, the complete process of configuration to reach coherent desired method. The proposed method configuration process is supported by a method base of configurable method components. The implementation of the process makes it possible to have an interactive method configuration process where method user can construct a suitable situational method.
The paper is organized as: Section 2 foresees the related work on method configuration. Section 3 describes the configurable Meta model consistent with the generic Meta model. In Section 4 the macro level architecture of Complete Configuration process is described. Section 5 proposes the design of a method base, capable of residing configurable and configured method. In section 6, steps for complete method configuration process are explained. The paper closes with the introduction of method extension process which may be required to form situated method.
Related Work
It has now been proved that there is no universal method that can be applied to all projects since different projects have different requirements [12] , [13] . SME is a solution offered to the problem of the selection of the "most appropriate" methodology for an organization and/or its projects [14] .
There are number of proposals for developing project-specific methods such as Fragment-based approach [15] , [16] , Contextual approach [16] and Graph, Object, Property, Role and Relationship (GOPRR) approach [17] . All these approaches require instantiation of a complex Meta-model, where the concepts of a method are made instances of meta-model concepts or inter-relationships. Gupta [9] had proposed a method requirement specification language rooted in a simple meta-model i.e. Method View Model (MVM) having only limited concepts thereby simplifying the task of instantiation.
In recent times, the SME has been extended to include Method Configuration to construct a projectspecific method. During our research we come across some proposals on configurability in SME domain.
Method for Method Configuration (MMC)
The major proposal for method configuration is from Karlsson and Agerfalk [3] , [4] ; they proposed a meta-method named MMC -Method for Method Configuration for configuration process. MMC takes the Base method as method component or initial method for their process. The base method is subsequently configured with respect to the project requirements defined in the form of development situations and characteristics to form situation-specific method.
MMC approach focuses on configuring a base method with respect to Configuration package and Configuration template.
The process defined by them is as follows:-1) Method component used in MMC framework is the base method. Base method is configured on basis of development situations and characteristics use to elicit project development requirements. 2) If multiple development requirements exist, configured method is formed by configuration template.
Configuration template is generated by combining configuration packages.
3) The configured method is then adapted in accordance with the Project Situations to form Situational Method. The criteria for selecting base method is external to this approach therefore the issues such as the selection of Base Method and the granularity of method component remain unanswered.
Later on Karlsson along with Wistrand [5] , [6] extended the proposal by defining a conceptual construct to facilitate the method engineer's task of method configuration and termed it as "Method Component". Method Components are composed from method elements and can be configured to achieve an overall goal on the basis of one or more project requirements. For future use a method rationale is also maintained corresponding to each transformation. Each artifact is capable of taking recommended inputs called <pre-requisites>. These inputs are then modified to deliver output. The modification is done on the specification of <outcomes> or goals.
The process defined is as follows:-
Define the Input/output of a method component
Method component consists of artifacts, each artifact has a value either prerequisite or outcome. Prerequisite are the inputs for the method component whereas output or deliverables are specified by the outcome artifact.
Define the operations performed by the method component
Method components are configured to perform some specific operations. These operational characteristics are defined by the Internal View of method component. Internal view defines the purposes of a method component in the form of Actions, Goals, Method Elements, Actor roles etc.
Recently Rolland [19] proposed method configuration in the form of method families, these method families are further surfaced to form a method line that ultimately results into a configured method the proposal is in infancy stage and fails to give detailed process of configured method construction. These proposals gave solutions to many issues, however issues like 'right granularity', 'appropriateness of the method being selected' and 'explicit representation of variability' are still open.
Above proposals are centered on a single base method configured to form situated method, this reduces the scope of method generation for each new project and hence decrease the flexibility in the process.
To position the method configuration process within the existing SME research we will first describe the characteristics that can be used to compare different SME approaches. There are several aspects in which SME approaches differ, but most notably are:
 Meta Model and its underlying principles  Reusable building blocks
Meta model and its underlying principles
Meta-model (Meta-modeling) is the principal technique used for understanding, comparing and evaluating methods. It is generally defined as a "model of models" [20] . Broadly, two types of information are required to develop a meta-model: the structure of products and the procedures to produce the products i.e. process. Reflecting the product-process dichotomy of methods, two types of meta-models have been developed. The first of these are meta-data models for the product aspects of methods. Such models introduce a system of concepts in which the static and data aspects of methods as well as constraints defined in them can be represented. The second kind of meta-models deals with the process aspects of methods; these meta-models are called meta-activity models and specify a system of concepts to define tasks and task transition criteria. Next the need comes for coupling the product and process aspects of methods, the contextual meta-model [17] and the decisional meta-model [9] have been proposed. The contextual meta-model, context is defined as <situation, decision>, where decision reflects the choice the application engineer makes in a situation. The decisional meta-model is process and paradigm independent, it views a method as a set of decisions and dependencies between them together with a mechanism for decision enactment. After these, the requirements moved towards the need of generic models, generic models abstract out the common properties of meta-models. This results in a three-layer framework consisting of the generic, meta-model and method layers capable enough of handling the link types between the architectures [11] .
The configurable Meta model presented in this proposal is engineered from generic model hence making it an important proposal in the field. Since the generic concepts are entered in the configurable Meta model, it makes sense to model a number of methods from it and after customization; a complete and consistent situated method can be formed.
2.2.2.Reusable building blocks
SME reuses method components, which are the building blocks of development methods to create situational methods in SME. The methods are built from small parts of existing methods i.e. smaller pieces (e.g. fragments, patterns, components, chunks). Method fragment consists of process fragments and product fragments. The process fragment describes the stage, activities and task whereas the product fragment concerns the structure of a process product (diagrams, deliverables etc.). Further, method fragments defined as "standard building blocks based on a coherent part of a method" [21] . A situational method can be constructed by combining a number of method fragments.
A Pattern is described as "a problem which occurs over and over again in our environment and then describes the core of the solution to that problem, in such a way that you can use this solution a million times over, without ever doing the same twice" [22] . It is necessary "to specialize the pattern and to fill the abstract solution with additional information in order to meet the specific conditions of the actual case" [23] . It is used to guide model based design of software. We can apply pattern for the issue at hand maps with the general problem specification in particular pattern. For example, Analysis pattern which contains the knowledge on how to appropriately represent a certain fact in requirement engineering.
A component provides the partial solution to a specific problem [25] . They are more concrete as compared to the patterns and can be used without modification. Process building blocks are an example for model components. Researcher observed that components may also be specialized or configured before or after aggregation. "Method components, the building blocks of SME, are development methods or any coherent parts of them" [24] .
"A method chunk represents a reusable building block for situation-driven method construction or adaptation whereas a road-map represents a path in a method or a specific sequence of method chunks in a method" [26] .
In addition to above, many other existing method modules have been used as an input for analysis. The aim of the analysis has been to determine the limitation of the current design and what changes are made in order to transform it as a configurable method component. Subsequently, the analyses have focused on configuring a configurable method component and adapt it for current organizational definition.
Our notion of configurable method is similar to the method chunk; it combines product and process perspective into the same modelling component. The configurable method can be atomic, compound, transformational and constructional besides these a new essentiality concept is added in the method that transforms a method into configurable method.
Meta Model Supporting Method Configuration Process
In this section we are looking to fulfil our requirement of a configurable Meta model, which has the properties of integrating the product and process aspects of methods and provides facility of ordering method features. Therefore the class of product Meta models, process Meta models and contextual model do not individually fit in to our requirement of the Meta model. Thus our choices are limited to decisional and generic models only. We choose to modify decisional Meta model to develop configurable Meta model since the decisional Meta model itself is an instantiation of generic model.
The fundamental part of the configurable meta-model is the configurable construct as a means to facilitate efficient and rationally motivated modularization of systems development method.The Configurable method supports a new attribute called Essentiality in the method. The Essentiality attribute can take two values either common or variable. Common are ones which if omitted; the method will lose its identity. So the variability in the proposal lies in the variable part of the method. Within a method, it is possible for method blocks to be either common or variable. This is shown in the Fig. 1 by the essentiality attribute of the method block. A method block is an aggregate of Purpose and Approach. For simplicity, let us ignore the notion of an approach. Thus a method block reduces to a purpose. Now, in a purpose, there is a structure part and an operation part.
Purpose= <structure, operation>
As we will see, the operation part is used to create, delete and modify the structure part and is given in the Meta model. Thus, they are not configurable. The only configurability lies in the structure part. This results in the purpose and consequently, the method block to be configurable.
In the rest of this section, we give a detailed description of Configurable Meta model. Configurable Meta model treats method as a triple <MB, Dep, E> where MB is a set of method blocks, Dep is a set of dependencies between these, and E is the enactment algorithm.
The Meta model is centered round MB and Dep. E is the procedure that exploits the given set of MB and Dep to produce the product. The set Dep establishes dependencies between instances of method blocks. Thus, if a method block is common then all dependencies in which it participates are relevant to the desired method. However, if a method block is a variable and not included in the desired method then all dependencies in which these variables participate are meaningless.
Structure
There are two kinds of structures, those whose instances can be created and destroyed by application engineers and those whose instances are pre-defined. The former are called conceptual structures and the latter are called fixed structures. Conceptual structures constitute the set of concepts in terms of which a product is expressed. Fixed structures are those that are defined once and all for by a method engineer. An example of fixed structure is a method constraint such as completeness and conformity which cannot be created or destroyed by the application engineer.
Conceptual structures
Conceptual structures are partitioned into two dimensions. The first dimension classifies them as either atomic or compound. The second dimension represents conceptual structures into disjoint classes of structures called constraint, definitional, constructional, link, and collection of concepts respectively.
Simple constructional structures cannot be decomposed into other components. Links are conceptual structures that are used to build collection of concepts from given concepts. For example ISA and aggregation are links, as they build abstraction hierarchies. Collections of concepts are constructed whenever constructional structures are connected by links. Aggregations, specialization hierarchies, and subtype hierarchies are examples of collection of concepts. A collection of concepts is complex if it is defined out of other collections. Definitional structures define the properties of conceptual structures. Constraints impose application-related constraints on conceptual structures. The presence of the attribute, essentiality, in configurable Meta model shows that conceptual structures are configurable.
Fixed structures
Fixed structures deal with the restrictions that are used to enforce quality of conceptual structures. They are defined by the method engineer to help the application engineer in creating well defined and well formed conceptual structures. In their simplest form, they are the method constraints of completeness, consistency, conformity and fidelity. Similarly there are compositional constraints which are specified between conceptual structures of the different simple component methods of a compound method. A structure of one of these cannot compose any arbitrary structure of the other. Such composition is governed by constraints that control the product resulting from the use of compound methods. The method engineer defines these constraints at the time the compound method is defined. For example in UML, operation in Class Diagram must be a use case in Use Case Diagram.
Dependencies
Method concepts (MCi) in a method are dependent upon one another. In generic model, these dependencies are defined on two main properties namely, Urgency and Necessity (As shown in table Urgency refers to the time during which the dependent method concept, MC2, is to be enacted. If MC2 is to be enacted immediately after MC1 is enacted then this attribute takes on the value Immediate. If MC2 can be enacted any time, immediately or at any later moment, after MC1 has been enacted, then urgency takes on the value Deferred.
Necessity refers to whether or not the dependent method concept MC2 is necessarily to be enacted after MC1 has been enacted. If it is necessary to enact MC2, then this attribute takes the value Must otherwise it has the value Can. Combining these two properties, four possibilities as shown in Table1. It says that when a certain manipulation purpose is performed then there are certain manipulation purposes that cannot be performed. , inactivate dependency is of type 1. As stated above, our Configurable Meta model supports methods as Configurable Methods. We define the configurable method "as an abstraction of method that identifies the essentiality of the method concepts and its relationships". The crucial part of this definition is the 'essentiality of the method concepts'. For our process, we accomplish this by using Conceptual structure knowledge. Conceptual structures are classified in seven categories viz simple definitional, complex definitional, simple constructional, complex constructional, simple collection of concepts, complex collection of concepts and links. The detailed discussion on conceptual structures has been presented in our previous research [8] . The simple definitional and simple constructions are basic building blocks of a method; hence considered them as common in our proposal. The rest of the structures are considered as variables. The identification is done on the knowledge and judgment of method engineers, who are practically working with many methods in different organizations moreover their feedback and knowledge of the method-in -action is used to enrich the method base.
Entity-Relationship(ER) [27] method expressed in configurable Meta model (Atomic Method) 
Method Nature Part

Method Conceptual Model
Method conceptual model stores the method concepts, instantiation of conceptual structures and essentiality of each method concept in a method. Since atomic method belongs to one product model only, there is single conceptual model for each atomic method. 
Method Purposes and Dependencies
Along with the method nature part and method conceptual part, purposes and dependencies in the method are also stored.
<Purpose>: <Basic life cycle, Relational, Constraint Enforcement> <Dependencies>: <Activate, Requirement, Inactivate, Removal> Unified Modeling Language [28, 29] 
Purposes and dependencies for each conceptual model are defined. In case of compound methods, together with the operations available in the atomic method, a separate class of operations is also defined. The class is named as Integration class and it deals with the structure belonging to different product models of the compound method.
<Purpose>: <Basic life cycle, Relational, Integration class, Constraint Enforcement, > <Dependencies>: <Activate, Requirement, Inactivate, Removal> Our idea behind Method configuration process is as follows: The desired method is built around each project-in-hand. The project characteristics are gathered from current project situations. These project characteristics are used to retrieve methods from the method base. In our process, method base is formed by collecting configurable methods. The Configurable method has property of essentiality which consists of two attributes i.e. common and variable. The configurability in our proposal lies in the variable attribute of the method. In the method implementation stage the variables meeting the project requirements will be kept and redundant variables will be omitted resulting in formation of desired method. If the configured method formed is not the method to-be, the Method Extension activity is required to be carried out. Therefore in the Method configuration process we propose the method extension as an optional activity.
Method Base
Method configuration process proposed by us is centered on method base. Availability of a rich method base is probably the most important prerequisite for the method configuration process. It is a formal representation of how a configurable method is stored. The construction of a method base is a crucial activity as it presents the foundation for creating the desired methods and thus has to be done prior to the process starts.
Design of the Method Base
The method base is designed in two parts Method Configurable Part (MCP) and Method Implementation Part (MIP). Configurable methods are stored in MCP; from MCP these methods are retrieved and configured to form desired method. The method structure stored for both atomic and compound methods in MCP is described in Section 3. Here we will focus on Method Implementation Part, MIP stores the configured methods formed from actual methods for future reuse. In the configured method, some method concepts have been neglected and are not becoming the part of the desired method, consequently, purposes and dependencies of the original conceptual model shall be engineered to form the coherent method. The method formed is then stored in the MIP of the method base. Engineering process for atomic methods will be discussed in Section 6. In the configured method, some method components have been neglected and are not becoming the part of the desired method, consequently, purposes and dependencies of the original component model shall be engineered to form the coherent method. The method formed is then stored in the MIP of the method base. Engineering process for compound methods will be discussed in section 6.
Method Implementation Part for Atomic methods
Method Implementation Part for Compound methods
Operations on Method Base
The basic notions of storage and retrieval from the method base are formalized by defining two operators: the storage operator (for storing the configurable and configured methods in the method base) denoted by 'store' and the retrieve operator for the retrieval of methods denoted by 'retrieve'. The former, as its name implies, stores a method M i in the method base. The method stored in the method base exists in two forms:
 Store a new configurable method: Here a new configurable method is stored in the Configurable method part of the method base. The new method stored is completely defined by method nature part, conceptual and component model and purposes and dependencies of the method. Store (M i ) = MCP of Method Base.
 Store a configured method: After the method configuration process, the configured method formed will again store in the Method Implementation part of the method base. The configured method is an implementation of configurable method stored in the CMB of the method base, the method structure of the configured method comprises of modified conceptual and component model along with the modified set of purposes and dependencies.
Store (M iconf ) = MIP of Method Base. The 'retrieve' operator used to retrieve methods from method base based on the project characteristics of the project in hand.
Retrieve (Project Characteristics) =Method M i from method base. The retrieved method is in the form of configurable method, and has to be configured to form situated method. In the next section we will the detail process of method configuration.
Developing Configured Method
The process of Method Configuration is depicted in the Fig. 3 Fig . 3 . Method configuration process.
The situation of SME can be conceptualized in many ways, as descriptors [16] , contingency factors [30] , project factors [15] , context type [25] and project type [31] , [32] and project manager/ method engineer can assign should be able to determine the situation to these factors by assigning values. All these factors are considered to define the project situation or development situation. In the step 1, the situation is gathered in the form project characteristics defined by any of the above mentioned process. For example, the project characteristics are specified as method type=atomic, Method Nature=Constructional, Method Application=Data Oriented and Method Life Cycle=Design Phase. The proposal contained in this paper has been used to design a computerized tool to capture project requirements, retrieve configurable method and to facilitate the method-user to perform method configuration, hence bridging the gap between end users understanding and method engineer's expectations from a situational method.
The tool has been developed, and has proved useful with an understanding that it is possible for the method users to actively participate and construct suitable situational methods if they were provided with appropriate high-level modeling concepts, such as configurable method component. The project characteristics are used to retrieve configurable method by matching the method characteristics stored in the method nature part of the method base (refer Section 3) in the second step. The method so retrieved can be atomic or compound. The atomic methods by definition consist of only one method component and belong to one product model only. On the other hand, compound method composed of other atomic methods or method components.
As stated above, method requirements are complex in nature and there cannot exist only one set of requirements, rather several sets of requirements exists anchored in the views of different stakeholders with different interests. In step 3, method constitute are decided, decision is done on the basis of the requirement of the redundant product entities for the project-in-hand. The method retrieved from step 2 can be atomic or compound, decision on constitutes varies accordingly. In atomic methods the method concept can have the property of essentiality or redundancy at its conceptual level that is the lowest level of granularity. Whereas in a compound method, the essentiality is defined at two levels of granularity: The method component level and the method conceptual level. This simply reflects the change in the composition of the selected method. However this negotiation of the composition is done in the method configuration process. The choices are indicated through the selection of the variables, either to add to or suppress them from situational method. Suppose, from the above configurable method, method user need to build ERconf having only single valued attribute and only binary relationship. The configurable method is varied accordingly, and the set of purposes and dependencies are modified, and the modified method is build automatically.
Since, some product entities have been neglected and do not constitute the final product, the Purposes and Dependencies of the original method shall be engineered to form the desired coherent method. For our configuration process, the operation is performed by Development Engine part shown. Again, the complexity of process depends upon the method type. In an atomic method, method conceptual model is engineered to form desired method. On the other hand in compound methods both method component model and method conceptual models are engineered to form desired method.
Engineering Configured Method from Atomic Methods
The algorithms for engineering the atomic and compound methods are relatively simple. It starts with the all elements in the method conceptual model and ends when there is no link left that would connect the current excluded variable with any other element.
PROCEDURE engineering atomic method (cm, s i ) // cm-conceptual model, s i -set of elements in cm, s i =<E i or V i > // E i -method concepts with essentiality as common. // V i -method concepts with essentiality as variable. //Exclusion of a product entity V i requires the following deletion to be done in the chunk of purposes and dependencies generated at the time of method creation.
Begin: Find all the purposes (p i ) where V i participates For all pi delete < V i , forward purpose> and delete < V i , inverse purpose> Find all fixed structure (f i ) where V i participates as a sub-concept or as a super concept delete < V i , {completeness, conformity and fidelity}> // when a project specific method is created using the algorithm above, the dependency list should be checked for the completeness and coherency of the method formed.
For each deleted purpose p i Check { Deletion of a purpose deactivates its inverse. Deletion of a purpose requires the deletion of all its method constraint and completeness purposes for all its super-concept as well as the method constraint fidelity purposes for all its sub-concept. } For each deleted variable V i Check { If a product entity is deleted, all the purposes activated as a result of its creation become inactivated. } END
Engineering configured method from Compound methods
The process is defined for compound methods. Compound methods are composed of method components. These components along with their essentiality are defined in method component model. The input to the process is the method component model that contains the set of method components along with essentiality property.
PROCEDURE 
Method Extension
Journal of Software
Our approach for method configuration consists of one basic process i.e. method configuration and one extended process i.e. method extension. We propose that the configuration process is the essential to the process and method extension should be attempted only when configurability fails to deliver the desired method. The failure can happen if a method concept is missing to make a complete desired method.
During method extension, the method engineer selects and integrates the missing product entities to form the desired method. For method extension, we consider the external view of the method that represents only the functionality of the method.
The new product entity must enter into the chunk of purposes i.e. Basic life cycle purpose, Relational purpose, Constraint Enforcement Purpose and Integration class purposes. Since the set of purposes get modified the dependencies and the constraints have to mutate accordingly.
Discussion and Conclusion
Presently the methods used for software development are not situation specific and does not adapt to the requirements of given project. This issue has been raised for a long time leading to several proposed solutions to make the methods more situation specific and suiting to requirements of the project. The most of these solutions are proposed by method engineers after continued research. However, very few of them have been practically implemented in bits and pieces. Our current research presents an approach for situation specific software development method popularly known as Method configuration approaches. Though our approach is based on established method engineering principals, the effort is to reduce the impact of difficulties.
Method configuration in this paper has been treated as a specific kind of situational method engineering. A Method Configuration process with respect to the instantiation of a Configurable Meta model and Method configuration to the finest level of granularity has been envisaged in the present research. The fundamental part of the configurable meta-model is the configurable construct as a means to facilitate efficient and rationally motivated modularization of systems development method. The benefits of using the configurable method component is that the process can be performed more efficiently since pre-configured components are available and can be used over and over again. Hence, there is no need to perform a complete configuration for each new project.
The Configurable method supports a new attribute called Essentiality in the method. The Essentiality attribute can take two values either common or variable. Common are the non-configurable part of the method component and Commonality can be defined as the essentiality in the method component which if omit method will lose its identity.
The research work is based on the assumptions that it is possible to elicit situational characteristics for the situation in hand by means of any of the previous approaches proposed.
Since the proposed configuration process does not rely on a complex query language for administrating and retrieval of methods. The decreased complexity improves possibilities to perform method configuration process interactively with method users. The reusability advantage is obvious since pre-made configurations can be used over and over again. Hence, there is no need to perform a complete method configuration for each new project.
Our future work will concentrate on method extension process -How the individual configured methods can be assembled to form situated methods? Basically, it will show the storage and retrieval of the new product entities. The procedure for engineering new extended configured method formed and structures it as a desired coherent method.
